This road was a constant problem for both the Shire and the residents of Broome. During the wet, this road was regularly closed as impassable, causing the build-up of rubbish and refuse in homes and town.
The road was ripped and sheeted with material containing clay.

The new material was treated with Claycrete.
Under rain the road maintained shape and profile, showing no sign of rutting or turning into mud.

This picture was taken after 2 days of rain.
This ‘Road Open’ sign is not often seen on this road after 2 days of heavy rain.
The difference is clearly visible between the un-treated sides and treated pavement following 2 days of heaving rain
A well bound surface after 2 days of rain
After 2 days of heavy rain
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Road condition after receiving cyclonic rains and after a month of hot and dry weather
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